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ABC ALPHA BATTLE CARRIER
SLING PACK OWNER’S MANUAL

RIGHT HANDED USERS - QUICK PULL AND DEPLOYMENT SETUP
1

2

Remove Center Divider and place
only one firearm as shown above.

4

Open the barrel catch pocket and
insert the firearm's barrel into it.

5

Place the removed hook-and-loop
strap onto the patch of the opposite
barrel catch pocket and secure the
rear-end of the firearm.

Unfold and extend the Quick Pull
Tab closest to the rear-end of the
firearm, the one that is farthest
away from the spine as shown
above. Tuck away the remaining
3 Quick Pull Tabs.

3

Remove the hook-and-loop strap used
to secure the rear-end of the firearm.

6

Zip the pack close leaving the extended
Quick Pull Tab sticking out of the pack.
Make sure the orientation of the firearm
emains the same and does not flip
over. Make adjustments to the
shoulder strap positioning if needed.

LEFT HANDED USERS - QUICK PULL AND DEPLOYMENT SETUP
1

Remove Center Divider and place
only one firearm as shown above.

4

2

Grab the top carry handle above the
shoulder with your left hand and pull
forward and down across the chest.
Use your right hand simultaneously
to push the pack up from the
bottom if needed.

With your left hand, pull the pull tab
outward and away to open the sling
pack, while simultaneously holding
the bottom carry handle with your
right hand.

3

Once the pack is opened enough to
grip the firearm, use your right hand
to safely grip and pull the firearm
out of the pack. Keep finger off the
trigger and maintain safe muzzle
discipline.

Grab the bottom carry handle with
your left hand and pull forward from
behind the waist, transitioning to the
right hand and continue to pull pack
across the chest.

2

With your left hand, pull the pull tab
outward and away to open the sling
pack, while simultaneously holding
the bottom carry handle with your
right hand.

3

Once the pack is opened enough to
grip the firearm, use your right hand
to safely grip and pull the firearm out
of the pack. Keep finger off the
trigger and maintain safe muzzle
discipline.

Unfold and extend the Quick Pull
Tab closest to the rear-end of the
firearm, the one that is closest to the
spine as shown above. Tuck away
the remaining 3 Quick Pull Tabs.

3

Remove the hook-and-loop strap used
to secure the rear-end of the firearm.

6

Zip the pack close leaving the extended
Quick Pull Tab sticking out of the pack.
Make sure the orientation of the firearm
remains the same and does not flip
over. Make adjustments to the shoulder
strap positioning if needed.

LEFT HANDED USERS - OVER SHOULDER DEPLOYMENT
1

2

Grab the top carry handle above
the shoulder with your right hand
and pull forward and down across
the chest. Use your left hand
simultaneously to push the pack
up from the bottom if needed.

With your right hand, pull the pull
tab outward and away to open the
sling pack, while simultaneously
holding the bottom carry handle
with your left hand.

3

Once the pack is opened enough to
grip the firearm, use your left hand
to safely grip and pull the firearm
out of the pack. Keep finger off the
trigger and maintain safe muzzle
discipline.

LEFT HANDED USERS - UNDER ARM DEPLOYMENT

RIGHT HANDED USERS - UNDER ARM DEPLOYMENT
1

Open the barrel catch pocket and
insert the firearm's barrel into it.

5

Place the removed hook-and-loop
strap onto the patch of the opposite
barrel catch pocket and secure the
rear-end of the firearm.

RIGHT HANDED USERS - OVER SHOULDER DEPLOYMENT
1

2

1

Grab the bottom carry handle with
your right hand and pull forward
from behind the waist, transitioning
to the left hand and continue to
pull pack across the chest.

2

With your right hand, pull the pull
tab outward and away to open the
sling pack, while simultaneously
holding the bottom carry handle
with your left hand.

3

Once the pack is opened enough to
grip the firearm, use your left hand
to safely grip and pull the firearm
out of the pack. Keep finger off the
trigger and maintain safe muzzle
discipline.

